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Abstract 
The paper describes the concepts and background theory for the analysis of a neural-like net- 
work for learning and replication of periodic signals containing a finite number of distinct frequency 
components. The approach is based on the combination of ideas from dynamic neural networks 
and systems and control theory where concepts of dynamics, adaptive control and tracking of 
specified time signals are fundamental. The proposed procedure is a two stage process consisting 
of a learning phase when the network is driven by the required signal followed by a replication 
phase where the network operates in an autonomous feedback mode whilst continuing to generate 
the required signal to a desired accuracy for a specified time The analysis draws on currently 
available control theory and, in particular, on concepts from model reference adaptive control. 
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1 
1 ntroduct ion 
The paper presents the results of an ongoing DAAD/Rritish Council sponsored research collaboration 
between the Centre for Systems and Control Engineering at the University of Exeter and the Arbeits- 
gruppe Technomathematik at the University of Kaiserslautern. The work lies in the intersection of 
the areas of systems and control theory and that of dynamic neural networks. It, was undertaken in 
the belief that the combination of ideas from the two areas will enrich the conceptual aspects of both 
and that their synergy should be capable of producing new and insightful1 results. In particular, the 
rigorous mathematical form of systems and control theory should make possible the development of 
a proof based foundation for the algorithms. The problem considered here arises out of the work of 
Doya et al [2], th e collaboration leading to the current work and other related studies as described 
in the PhD thesis [9]. This paper will concentrate on the presentation of basic concepts, modelling 
procedures, the derivation of suitable learning algorithms, stability analysis and proofs of convergence 
properties as well as a discussion of the expected performance of the procedure and simulations, A 
preliminary version of the paper, excluding proofs of the results, was presented at the IEE International 
Conference CONTROL ‘94 [lo]. This purpose of the current paper is to present a full treatment, of 
the results (including rigorous proofs). This entails the extension of the the results to include the use 
of appropriate techniques from canonical forms, Lyapunov stability theory, aspects of adaptive control 
convergence theory (in a modified form), persistency of excitation theory and parameter reduction 
procedures. 
The problem to he considered arises [2] in the development of models of learning of the repetitive or 
periodic motion of walking. However, in this paper a more general approach and viewpoint is taken to 
permit application to the development of training algorithms for any periodic action such as is met in 
control requirements for robotic manufacturing systems involving the repetition of motions associated 
with assembly or materials transportation. In contrast with previous studies [2], emphasis is placed 
in this work on the use of system theoretical concepts in the development of algorithms with provable 
convergence properties. It is in this sense in particular that the paper represents an attempt to bring 
together the two disciplines of neural networks and control theory to provide solutions to a well defined 
problem in a rigorous mathematical context. 
2 Problem Definition 
The precise problem to be considered is the construction and training of a dynamic neural-like network, 
whose aim is to continously ‘reconfigure’ during a le &rning procedure in order to be able to subsequently 
replicate an arbitrary periodic signal r(t) of a defin Ad signal class RN, whose elements are of the form: 
r(t) E RN ti r(t) = 5Ak sin (at + 4it), W; # Wj for i # j (2.1) 
k=l 
1 I it j < N, Wj E R+, $k E [O, 2~)~ 0 < Ah E R 
The network is initially taken to be described by a, state space model of the form 
(2.2) 
@$ = A(w(t))r(t) + k(t) (2.3) 
where c(t) E R” is a vector of the n states zj(t), 1 < j of the network and u(t) E R is a scalar input; 
to be defined subsequently. The dynamic network has the defined output, 
y(t) = Pz(t) (2.4) 
where c E R”, f’ denotes transpose of the vector f and ~(1) = (WI(~), . . , ~,,(i))~ E l13.nw is a vector 
of n, time dependent “weights” toi to be adjusted continuously to achieve the objective. 
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The model can be regarded as a “linearization” of mndels of the form described in [2], for example, 
where the state dynamics have the typical structure 
y = tT ( ,qul(t))r(t) f h(2)) (2.5) 
where (T( ,) represents a vect,or-valued sigmoid functiorl, The motivation for the use of the linear version 
is manyfold and includes: 
(a) the potential for the introduction of linear systems theory methods for performance and stability 
evaluation, 
(b) the argument that an algorithm that does not work for the linear system is unlikely to work for 
the nonlinear case and 
(c) the periodic signals (2.1) are solutions of a linear differential equation. 
Although not conclusive, these motivations are sufficient to make study of the case described of interest. 
The approach consists of two phases, one of learning and one of replrcaliorl of the learned responses: 
Phase One (THE LEARNING PHASE): The input u(2) is set equal to the desired output r(t) 
and the dynamics are initiated from any initial state condition. During the transient, the weights are 
continuously adjusted in such a way that two objectives are achieved i.e. tracking of r(t) by the output 
occurs in the sense that 
and the system state approaches values that will make Phase Two successful. In control theoretical 
terms, the network is excited by the external stimulus and the weights are continuously adjusted or 
adapted to ensure the simultaneous (i) ‘identification’ of the the state of the (unknown) generating 
system and (ii) tracking of the input signal u(l) by the network output y(l). 
Phase Two (THE REPLICATION PHASE): After a suitable period of time T*, u(t) is switched/ 
replaced by the network output y(t), the weight vector lo(t) is frozen at its value at t = T* and 
the resultant time invariant (positive feedback closed loop) system continues to track the (decoupled) 
stimulus to the desired accuracy for a desired period Y’,., i. :, in the time interval [T”, T* -I- T,]. Math- 
ematically, the requirement for the replication phase is that: 
For every desired replication time period T, > 0 anti replication accuracy E > 0 there exists a 
switching time T*(c, Tp) < co such that the response of the frozen system 
k(f) = (A(tu(T”)) f bcT) z(f), y(f) = c’t(f) 
satisfies the c-replication condition: 
(2.7) 
Iv(t) - r(t)1 < E for all 1 E [T*,T* -+ rr]. 
Before analysis of a suitable parameter adaptation law for the weightvector w(t) is undertaken, the 
problem of answering the principle questions of the existence and properties of a non adaptive linear 
network that satisfies the requirements of the learning and replication phase, should be addressed. 
Lermml 2.1 
Consider the asymptotically stable linear time invariant (LTI) dynamical system 
41) = AZ(t) + h(l), z(0) = x0 
y(t) = c%(t) 
a(A) c cc- 
with transfer function G(s) = ?‘[.sI - A]-’ b = #, where n(s) and p(s) are coprime. For an input 
signal u(t) = C;“=, Aj sin(wjt + $j) E R ,v, the following property holds true 
lim (y(t) - u(t)) = 0 
t-cc 
iff G(+iwj) = 1, 1 5 j < N 
Proof* Due to linearity it is sufficient to consider the case N = 1: A 
Let y(t) have Laplace Transform G(s). Then B(s) = # (;f;;; f &)+?(sl-A)-“~0 with 
The stability condition a(A) c @- implies (s f iw) 1 p(s) and hence 
4s) n(iw) 
p(s)(s - iw) = p(iw)(s - iw) + 
n(.s)p(iw) - n(iw)p(s) 
p(s)p(iw)(s - iw) 
n(iw) Y(S) 
= p(iw)(s - iw) + p(s)p(iw) 
Q(S) = 
n(s)p(iw) - n(iw)p(s) 
s - iw 
Note that p(s) is Hurwitz and hence s 1 p(s) and as a consequence of the final value theorem for the 
Laplace transformation there exists a function hi(l) with limt,, b,(t) z-z 0 such that, 
( 
n(s) 
L-1 p(s)(s - iw) > 
= G(iw)? + hl(t). 
Using this analysis y(t) has the overall form: 
y(t) = G(iw)f?” f G(-iw$? + L-’ (?(,I - A)-ho) f &(t) 
= AlG(iw)l sin(wt + ‘p + arg(G(iw))) + b(t) 
lim h2(t) = 0, 
t-co 
Jil h(t) = 0 
A simple argument then easily verifies that: 
tliE (y(l) - u(t)) = 0 _ G(fiw) = 1 
as required. 0 
Note that as a consequence of this Lemma 2.1 the transfer function of a non adaptive network A, b, c? 
solving the problem of the learning phase has to take the value 1 at the frequencies of the reference 
signal. In general the condition G(Q) = 1 is equivalent to the systems and control theoretical condition 
that SO is a transmission zero of the augmented system S(A, b, cT, -1). These zeros are identical t,o 
the poles of the inverse system (cf. McFarlane [4], p. 174). More precisely: 
Lemma 2.2 
Given a linear system with matrices S(A, b, cT) and transfer function g(s) = cz‘(sI - A)-‘b, then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
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(i) Y(SO) = 1 
(ii) so E a(.4 + ~5c’~). 
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.1 and 2.2 we obtain: 
Proposition 2.3 
A necessary condition for exacts replication of the signal F(t) is that 
(a) the spectrum of A(tc(‘l”)) f br’ contains the 21v points *iWj) j = 1, , N and that 
(b) the network state dimension n > 2N. 0 
Finally as a further preliminary result we need the following formal statement of the capability of an 
appropriate dynamical network to replicate an input function u(t) exactly: 
Corollary 2.4 
Given the LTI system S(A, b, cT) with G(fiwj) = 1 for 1 5 j 2 N and any input function u(2) = 
C;“=, Aj sin(cJjt t dj) E R ,v, then there exists an initial state 20 E R”, such that y(l) = u(t) for all 
2 2 0 and hence that the error y(t) - u(t) = 0 Vt 2 0. 
Proofi Corollary 2.4 is an immediate consequence of the transmission blocking theorem (cf. McFarlane 
G][41, McFarlane [3]) cl 
Before further analysis can be undertaken, it is necessary to consider the choice of parameterization 
and, in particular, the complexity of the paramet,rization to be used. It is natural t,o assume the 
simplest situation i.e. that the network matrix A(W) is linear in the weights. The precise form of 
parameterization chosen is given by 
.4(w(t)) = Ao + bow7 (2)R (2.8) 
where the matrix R E crux”. The dyadic structure of the parametrization is perhaps t,he surprising 
component of this assumption. Its use is justified by the success of the analysis in the remainder of 
the paper, A simple intuitive justification can be based on the idea that a full parametrization of n2 
weights could be the first consideration but that it can be rejected as the problern is one of spectral 
matching and hence only around 2N weights are intuitively needed to match the real and imaginary 
parts of the complex numbers defining the frequency content of the signal r(d) E t?.N. 
In order to structure the network more precisely, the forrn of A,] and bo needs consideration. The basic 
building blocks of the network are taken to be a number n of individual dynamic neurons of the first 
order dynamic form 
&j(t) = -CIZj(t) $ Uj(t), 0 > 0 (2.9) 
with output cj(t) and input vj(t) generated from an interconnection of the external stimuli and the 
outputs of the other neurons. The remaining task is to define the interconnection structure. This is 
done below. 
From the above the following network is proposed and defined by the state dimension 71, the choice of 
dimension of the weighted vector to be II,,, := 7~ - 1 and the interconnections 
uj(f) = 2~+11 l<j<Tl-2, tJ,*-l(f) = u(i) 
and 
n-1 
?ln(t) = C Wj(l)Zj(t) 
j=l 
Alternatively, the parameterization can be defined by the matrices 
A(w) = --CUT, + F + b,,dR 
where F E Rnxn is a (relatively sparse) matrix with elements 
Fi,j = 
1 : j=i+l, l<iIn-2 
0 : else 
and R is an augmented unit matrix of the form 
In fuller detail, 
--a 1 0 0 ..* ..I 0 - 
0 --a 1 0 . . . I.. 0 
. . . . . . 
A(w) = f . . . . . 
. 
0 
1 0 
--cy 0 
WI . . . . . . . I I . w,-1 -0 
The remaining terms have the form of simple unit basis vect.ors: 
bo=c= [ 0 0 .*. 0 11’ andb= [ 0 0 . . . 1 O]’ 
The theoretical advantage of the construction is that the matrix A(w) + bcT has the form of a (shifted) 
companion matrix (i.e. in systems theoretical terms, (A(w) + (YI + bc *, bo) is in controllable canonical 
form) and hence it is possible to prove the following existence theorem based on the known simple 
form of the characteristic polynomial of a companion matrix: 
Proposition 2.5 
(i) The matrix A(w) f bc * has the characterist c polynomial 
p,(s) = Ilsl, - A(w) - bcTI) = (s f a)n - w,,--~(s + CU)“‘--~ - . . . - W.L(S f a) - WI 
(ii) If n > 2N + 1 then for each r(-) 6 RN, i.e. for each choice of distinct frequencies wj, 1 < j < N, 
there exists a weight vector w* E R”-’ such that the spectrum of A(d) + bcT contains the set 
{*i&j 1 j = 1,. . . , N} of 2N points. In particular, if n = 2N + 1 then W* is uniquely determined 
and the remaining eigenvalue is precisely -(2N + 1)o < 0. 
(iii) There exists an initial condition r(O) such that the following system generates the signal r(t) 
precisely 
i(t) = A(w”)z(t) + br(t) (2.10) 
r(t) = L%(t) 
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Proaf* L 
(i) The proof of tt lis is an easy computation and is hence omitted for brevity. 
(ii) If n > 2N -I- 1 then at least 2N $ 1 zeros of the characteristic polynomial which are symmetric 
with respect> to the real axis can be selectrd arbit,rarily. If n = 2N + 1 then there exists exactly 
one weight vector 4* E Rn-l such that If&;, j = l,..,, N, are the zeros of the characteristic 
polynomial. 
(iii) is an immediate consequence of (i) and corollary 2.4. 
3 Stability of Learning - A Liapunov Approach 
Given the construction in the previous section it is now necessary to develop a weight adaptation or 
network learning law with the objective of ensuring that convergence of learning occurs in the combined 
sense that 
lim cl(t) = 0, 
t-m 
lim ep(t) = 0 
t-m 
where el := y - P denotes the output error and ep := w - w* the parameter error. 
Based on corollary 2.4 and proposition 2.5 and the consequent ability to represent the signal r(t) E RN 
by a copy of the network, it is natural to apply a model reference adaptive control approach (cf. Fig. 
3.1), where for every Y-(.) E RN the generating system is regarded as being described by the equations 
(2.10) with fixed ideal parameter W* and appropriate initial value c;, such that the output of 
Reference Model i: = A( w”)i -+ bu, 2(O) = z!;) 5 z C’I’i (3.1) 
becomes identical to its inputt if u(t) = r(t) for all t 2 0. 
(Note: The ideal parameters W* and x: are only used for the construction and analysis of the learning 
rule. They are not required for their algorithmic realization.) 
Fig. 3.1: MRAC-approach 
The equations for the dynamical network have the general form: 
Dynamic Neural-like Network r = A(w(t))z + 614, c(0) = GO! y = CT,. (x2) 
Formally the dynamics of the error system for e := 1: - 2 can be expressed by: 
i = A(w(t))x - A( 
= A(w*)r + bo( w - 211*)Tnx - A(w*)s 
= A(w”)e + boxTRTep (3.3) 
Assume now that the net dimension n is minimal for the given class RN, i.e. n = 2Nf1. The approach 
to the problem uses the Liapunov function candidate 
V(e, ep) = eTPe f eT&-‘e, (3.4) 
where 0 < Q = QT E R2Nx2N is arbitrary, P = PT > 0 is the unique solution of the Liapunov 
equation 
AT(w+)P + PA(w*) = -S (3.5) 
and S E R”“’ is symmetric and positive definite but otherwise arbitrary. Computation of the Liapunov 
derivative with the adaptation/learning law 
G(t) = t&(t) = -QRx(t)C%(t) (3.6) 
leads to the equality 
i/(t) = -eT(Q%o) (3.7) 
and hence that the Liapunov derivative is positive semi-definite. Although simple forms of Liapunov 
stability results do not resolve the st,ability problem, application of LaSalles Invariance Principle leads 
to the following main theorem of this part of the paper. 
Theorem 3.1 
Using the above adaptive weight evolution law, suppose that Ak # 0, 1 5 12 < N and that the 
frequencies wk, 1 5 k 5 N are distinct. Then stability of learning is guaranteed in the strong sense 
that 
independent of z(0) and W(O). 
lim e(t) = 0, *li% ep(2) = 0 
t-too -+ (3.8) 
Proof- The combined error system is 4 
$ ( e$)) ) = [ -,a$)!?P CxTi?RT ] ( e$!) ) 
The detivative of V(e, ep) along (3.9) is 
(3.9) 
ti(e,ep) = i.TPe+eTP~t-~pQ-‘ep+e~Q-‘~P 
Z eT (AT(w*)P $ PA(w*)) eT $2e, (Q-‘i, -i- Rxc*Pe) 
Applying (3.5) and (3.6) and tin = t$, gives: 
i/(e, ep) = -eTSe 
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The Liapunov function Cr(e, eP) is positive definite, dccrescent, radially unbounded and the derivative 
6’ is negative definite along (3.9). Liapunov’s stabilit,y t,heorem then implies that the origin (e, eP) = 0 
of (3.9) is globally uniformly stable. In particular t’(,) and eP(.) and hence w(.) are bounded. 
0 < V(0) - V(l) = Jt t7(r)Sr(r)dl- < cm for 1 > 0 
0 
implies that P(.) E L”. The spectrum u(A(w(2))) = {- } CY is independent oft and hence z(,) is bounded 
because w(.) and r(.) are bounded. Finally (3.3) implies that e(.) is bounded too, however together 
with e E L2 n LW it follows 
lim e(t) = 0. f-a? 
Furthermore, 2~’ is uniquely determined because n = 2N + 1. Ry LaSalle (e, eP) converges towards the 
maximal positive invariant set 
M C E = {(e, ep) E IF%” x IRn-* 1 V(e, ep) = 0} = {(e, ep) E R” x R”-lle = 0} . 
The state z(.) of (3.2) is excited by the periodic signal r(,), hence z(,) oscillates and does not converge. 
This implies together with (3.3) that M = {0}, b, ecausc every positive invariant subset A;i # (0) of E 
contains elements (6. 6P) with i, # 0 for which t,hc right, hand side of (3.3) is nonzero. Any trajectory 
starting in such a point leaves nii contradicting the positive invariance of A?. 0 
Theorem 3.1 guarantees asymptotic convergence of the signals and the parameter vector w(l) for a 
network with state dimension n = 2N + 1. This choice of network dimension is regarded as minimal 
in the sense that Proposition 2.3, requires that II 2 2:s’. If the choice of n = 2N is made then the 
spectral condition requires that Trnce(A(w) + h?) = 0 w UC 1 IS impossible as it is easily verified that 1 1 
?‘r~~e(A(w) + bc*) = -(2N f l)cr # 0. It follows that, in order to apply the above result, an explicit, 
exact knowledge of the nurnber of different frequencies in the signals Y(.) is required. The following 
theorem weakens this assumption simply to that, of a knowledge of an upper bound on the number of 
frquencies present in r(t). The mathematical expression of this is the generalization of the convergence 
result to networks of arbitrary dimension n 2 2N f 1. 
The precise statement follows and includes a proof of the ezponenttal convergence of 2he learning 
schetne i.e. the convergence of e and eP to zero is bounded from above by a decaying exponential. 
Theorem 3.2 
Let Q E R”-’ x R”-’ and S E R”“’ be positive definite symmetric matrices and P E Rr’xr’ be t,he 
unique solution of the Liapunov equation (3.5), then the combined error system (3.9) is exponentially 
stable. In particular for all initial conditions z(0) and W(O) we have: 
(i) If n = 2N + 1, then 
lim e(t) = 0 and 
t-03 
lim ep(t) = 0 
t--boo 
with exponential convergence, 
(ii) If n > 2N f 1, then 
and 
w( 1) --+ r T {W E Et”-‘1 f iWj E fl (A(til) + hCT) , 1 _< j 5 N} 
where the notation TV -+ I” is defined to mean 
(3.10) 
w(t) -+ I? : e 1li”, dist(w, I’) = 0 
Although structurally similar to the proof of the previous theorem, this extended version requires a 
little more technical machinery. In particular, the proof needs two elements of the theory of persistency 
of excitation that we will restate subsequently for the readers convenience. 
Firsfly a result obtained by Morgan and Narendra [5] gives an integral condition on the signal u(.) 
that is a persistent excitation condition such that a system of form (3.9) is uniformly asymptotically 
stable. 
Secondly a result by Boyd and Sastry [l] provides a frequency domain condition on r(.) for u(.) to 
persistently exciting (p.e.). 
The following theorem is central to the development. 
Theorem 3.3 (Morgan and Narendra [5]) 
Consider the nonautonomous linear system 
[ iii; 1’ = [ -$jfL(f) u;(f) ] [ :1:; ] ( 
where A(f) E n%“‘*, U(f) E Rmxn and P(t) E Rnxn. Let A(t) be bounded piecewise continuou, 
7 <
SF 
11) 
md 
such that i = A(1) t is uniformly asymptotically stable. Let P(t) b e a symmetric positive definite 
matrix of bounded continuous functions such that P f ATP f PA is negative definite’. Let U(t) be 
piecewise bounded continuous. Then the system (3.11) is uniformly asymptotically stable if and only 
if there exist positive constants t 0, 
any unit vector w E lRm 
2’0, 60 and 60 such that there exists a tz E [t, t f To] such that for 
IJ ta+&l U(7-)Twd7, 2 60 for all t 2 to . (3.12) t2 
The implications of this result are that we have to show that given r(.) for U(.) := I&(.)? (3.12) 
holds true. Condition (3.12) is difficult to verify, but if we restrict the class of functions to which U(.) 
belongs to P := {U : R+ --+ IRm Xn 1 any componenl. function of U( .) and their derivatives are bounded 
and piecewise continuous } then for any U(.) E p the condition (3.12) is equivalent to the statement: 
There exist positive constants To, to, 60 such that for any unit vector w E II%” 
J 
t+To 
t 
(UT(T)W( dr >_ fo for all t 2 to 
(Narendra and Annaswamy [6])’ 
‘Such P’s exist by Krasovskii’s theorem 
2Functions [I(.) E P that fullfill (3.13) for some To, to, z. > 0 are called p.e. (Narendra and Annas wamy [6 
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3) 
Clearly thf> essential step is tSo show that Rz(.)c? is p.e, To accomplish this task the following theorem 
has great value by giving a condition in the frequency domain on the input of a linear time invariant 
system (u3) such that its state is p.e.. 
Theorem 3.4 (Hoyd and Sastry [l], Narendra and Annaswamy [G]) 
Consider the LTI system i = Az f br with r(t) E R”, r(t) E R, A asymptotically stable, and (A, b) 
controllable. Suppose also that the autocovariancr of Y(.), Cov,(r) := liIrw-c*, ;f; J;+7 r(s)r(s+ r)T& 
exist and converge uniformly w.r.t. t. Also let .$.(dw) denote the spectral rne,a.sure of t’(,)“, Then 
t(.) is p.e. if and only if A’,(&) is concentrated on at least n points (i.e. iff (Jsupp($.(dw)l) > 78 or, 
equivalently, it is a measure consisting of at least n point measures). cl 
For a more detailed discussion of the notions of autocovariance and spect,ral measure see Appendix A, 
Proof of Theoren: 3.2: From the above results for proving exponential convergence of e and ep it 
is sufficient to show that u(.) is p.e. Let n = 2N + I, then we have Isupp(S,.(dw))l = 71 - 1. The 
LTI subsystem of (3.9) with state (’ := R2 fulfils the conditions of theorem 3.4, therefore < is p.e. As 
Rx = R(i $ e) with liml,, e(t) = 0, Rz(.) is also p.e. Hence theorem 3.3 ensures uniform asymptotic 
stability of the error system (3.9), which therefore has exponentially stability because (3.9) is a linear 
differential equation. 
It remains to prove property (ii). For this we need a characterization of the set r in theorem 3.2: 
LexllrllA 3.5 
Let u = T = Cl”=, ,*Ij sin(tijt -I- Sj) E R;v and tt > 2N + 1. Then tJhe following statements arc 
equivalent: 
(i) UJ E r 
(ii) CovH,(0)ey = Cov~,(O)(w - w*) = 0 
where W* is any fixed element in i’. 
Proof: Define the transfer function (matrices) 
G,(s) := cT(sl - A(w))-‘b 
and 
&,,(s) := (sl - A(w,)-‘b. 
Lemma 2.2 implies that r can be expressed in the form 
r = {W E n%“-‘l rf: itij E a(A(w) + bc’), 1 < j < N} 
= {W E !R”-‘~Gu,(fiijj) = 1, 1 < j 5 N} 
It is easily verified that 
[ 
1 1 1 1 
T 
G,(s) = (s+n)“-“(s+a)“-21...‘s+rr’(~U’(s) 
G,(s) = 
WI + wz(s -I” a) f . . . + tuI)-l(s f cry 
(s-t- rrp 
“defined by COVE =: l”w PT.5,(dw) 
and hence w E I’ if and only if 
- 1 
1 ::: 
(iw1 + ck)“-2 
(-iw* + q-2 
i . . * (iWk + a)“-3 (iWk f my2 
1 . . . (-iWk + cry-3 (4Wk -+ 4”~2 
L 
=: RI 
‘ILJ ,
_ WI-1 
(iWl 4 a)” 
(-iwr + cry 
= 
(iWk + (-t.y 
_ (--iWk +a)* 
and hence: 
This implies that r is the translated subspace r = w* + ker RI, or, equivalently, 
Equation (3.14) is equivalent to 
RC?,(s) is independent of w, hence we obtain for the Laplace transform of Rx: 
Rk(s) = R&(s)?(s) 
From the Linear Filter Lemma in Appendix A we next conclude that: 
Sir = RC?t&v)S,(dt$:,(i~)R~, 
where S&r denotes the spectral measure of Rx. Furthermore: 
COV&(O) = 
J 
m R~,(iv)S,(dv)~:,(iv)RT 
--cc 
= N (Sr({iw~})RG‘~(iwj)G’;,(iwj)R’ + Sr({-iwj})RGW(-iwi)G’L(-iwj)RT) 
k=l 
Noting that (R~?,(fiwj))~ are the linear independent rows of the matrix 02, it follows that: 
By lemma 3.5 it now suffices for the completion of the proof of theorem 3.2 to show 
that limt+WCovRz(0)ep(~) = 0. For this let c > 0 and consider: 
+I; ,J 
t+* e,7'(r)Rt(r)x*(r)R*e;r(T)(irI 1 d =: 13 
Rx and TV&, are bounded, i.e. there exists a Ii > 0 such that 
Because C:OV~~ exists we have: 
II~~vR,(o) - $ J 
tt7- 
t
for some To (independent oft) and all T > To. Hence 
1111 < 5. 
In the first part of the proof it was shown that limrMm e(t) = 0. (3.3) then implies 
,lin~+‘(t)Re,(t) = 0 
and by (3.9) 1 m i +.N eP(t) = 0. Thus there exists some Cl 2 0, such that for all 1 > tl 
le~(~)fWt)l < : , v’ Ih( < & 
and 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
1121 < I$ JttT - xT(r)R(e&) - eV(r))xT(T)IZT(i:f’(t) f e,(r))drlt 
< Ii”l+ J tt* (Q(t) - cp(r))*(ep(l) + e,(r))dr( t 
Using the mean value theorem 
1~21 I + {[I’ Ilqt -I- S(f - t))llds 1 > 17 - t( lep(t) C e,(r)ldr < f. 
The conclusion that 1131 < 5 is a consequence of (3.19). In summary: 
(3.20) 
le;f’(t)Cov~~,(O)e,(t)J < c for all t > 11. 
This completes the proof of theorem 3.2. 
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However, we are left with what appears, at first sight, to be a serious and rather damning problem for 
the learning rule (3.6). More precisely, it appears that the learning rule for the weight adaptation is 
not suitable for implementation because it needs the unknown state e(t) of the error system and via 
P the unknown ideal parameter vector w*. This is not acceptable as a knowledge of W* is not part of 
the assumption t,hat r(t) is not known. However, as a consequence of the following lemma it is shown 
that a special choice of the positive definite matrix S ensure that the relation PC = c holds. In this 
situation (3.6) simplifies to the implementable learning law: 
G(t) = -QRz(t)e,(t), w(0) E IRnw (3.21) 
Note that this law is implementable as it uses only the available signals z and er = T - y and hence a 
knowledge of the ‘state’ 5 of the generating system is not needed. 
Lemma 3.1 
Let S E R(2N+1)x(2N+1) be partioned as S = Sll -(W*)T -2:’ 
1 
with Sil E ll-%2Nx2N positive definite 
and symmetric and: 
(w*)TS;l’w* < 2ik (3.22) 
Then the uniquely determined positive definite solution P E R(2Nf1)x(2N+1) of the Liapur.:v equation 
(3.5) is of the form P = Pll k?N,l 
01,2N 1 1 * In particular the equation PC = c holds true. 
Proof: Condition (3.22) ensures that S is positive definite. It remains to investigate the properties of P. 
--N 1 . . . 0 
02N I -i 
I 
Now let P be partioned in the form P and note that, as a consequence, 
ATP$PA= J&h + w”& f p1152:< + p12(~~~*)T 1 J&p12 f w*p22 - apl:! 
P:2J2N + P22(W*)’ - d, -2ffP7.2 1 
[ -s11 w* = (w”)? -2a 1 
and we obtain ~22 = 1, ~12 = 0 and PII is the uniquely determined, positive definite solution of the 
Liapunov equation JrNPll -I- PllJ2~ = -S11. 0 
eplicat ion 
At no stage in the above analysis of the dynamics in the learning phase is the desired stability property 
of the system in the replication phase required by the analysis. However, the proof of the following 
theorem shows that the adaptation law (3.21) is compatible with the requirements for the replication 
phase given in the original problem definition. 
4.1 Theorem 
Given the proposed network structure, the adaptation law (3.21) and a reference signal r of the form 
(2.1), then there exists, for every time period Tr > 0 and replication accuracy E > 0, a switching time 
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rye, T,) c c*3 such that the response in the replication phase (assurned 110 begin at t = YI”*) satisfies 
the desired inequality: 
Proof: By Proposition 2.5 (iii) there exists an init,ial condition r; such that r(t) = c7’z(2), where 
[y(t) - r(t)( < t for all t E [r”, 7’* f T,]. (4.1) 
In section 4 it has been shown that the proposed solution c f the learning phase automatically sets up 
the conditions that solve the replication phase. The problem examined in this section is based on the 
observation that, as, in general, ~(7”) # w*, there is no guarantee, however, that the 2N eigenvalues 
of the frozen system (2.7) at 2 = T” will lie on the imaginary axis, As a consequence it should be 
expected that at least one eigenvalue will lie in the open right half plane, i.e. the system is likely to be 
unstable in the replication phase and this instability will cause unbounded network responses beyond 
the interval [O, T’ + TM]. This is clearly an undesirable property! 
This problem of instability in the replication phase can be avoided by a fairly simple and easily imple- 
mented reparametrization of the network with only N adjustable parameters. This is possible, because 
the pole assignment problem for the N frequencies u!j, 1 5 j 5 N, of a signal r satisfying (2.1) requires 
only N free parameters. The procedure can be outined as follows. Without any loss of generality we 
assume that cy = 1 in order to simplify the form of the equations. The corresspanding equations are 
easily derived in the more genera1 cse of (r > 0 but the details are omitted for brevity. It then follows 
that, by an appropriate selection of a projection operator, it can be ensured that for all co E R”w, the 
spectrum of A(w) + bcT is precisely -2N - 1 together with 2N symmetrically placed points placed 
exactly on the imaginary axis of the complex plane. As an added bonus this parameter reduction also 
f(t) = (A(w’)z(t) $ b?jr(t), r(O) = 20”. (4.2) 
Let T” < co be arbitrary for the present and J = [TN, 7’” + ?:I. Let 5’; be a $neighbourhood (p > 0) 
of the integral curve (4.2), i.e. So = {(t, z)II.r - z(t)/ 2 13 and 
t E J} and K = maxi>0 r(l). Then there exists a constant 5 < 0 such that Ir(t)l < ?K for all t > 0, 
hence 111 5 FK -+ /3 in%@. This implies 
~A(w”)z - A(t~(T*))tl = I E(uJ; - Wj(T*))zj 1 < Iw(T*) - W* I(cA’ f P) (4.3) 
]=I 
for all t 1 0 in So. Because the right hand side of (4.2) fullfills a Lipschitz condition on 5’0, we have 
continuous dependence of the solution, therefore it, is guaranteed t,hat for every c > 0, there exists a 
6 > 0 such that 
if IA(tu*)c - 1-l(w(7’*))1:/ < S on Slj and Jz(T”) - r(Y)1 < 6. (4.2) and (2.10) are autonomous systems, 
hence 6 depends on T, and 6 but, not on T”. By theoreln 3.2 we have I(e(t),~~(2))/ ‘z 0, hence for 
6’ = 6 there exists a T’ < co such that 
Ito - lu*l < 6’ and Ic(T*) - z(Y)] < 6’ 5 6. 
0 
The theorem indicates that the problem is solved by the proposed algorithm but it has not been found 
to be possible to explicitly characterize 7” in terms of 7; and 6. 
5 Learning on the Imaginary Axis 
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has the added advantage (as observed in simulations) that it typically leads to a faster convergence of 
the adaptation algorithm (c.f. section 7) in the learning phase. 
To begin the discussion, note that the characteristic polynomial of A(U)*) + hc” is of the form 
q(s) = (s + 2N + I) fi(s2 + w;) = (s i- 2N f 1) 
j=l 
with 
N 
79j = c wL for 1 < j 5 N. 
il,iZ,... ,aN-j+l - -1 
kl 
il < iz < . . . < iN-j+l 
Comparing the coefficients of Q(S) with those of the representation 
pc(s)=?g( ‘“t’)-2g ;)wl+l)r+( 2y)s2N+s- (5.3) 
leads to the following system of equations 
00 0 1 . . . I.. 
,I 00 0 0 . . . 0 1 
--(2N+1) 0 0 . . . .a- 
-1 
“0 
0 
0 
. . 
*. 0 1) 
0 
-(2N + 
0 0 . . . . . 0 -1 
J L v 
these can be expressed in the more compact form: 
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w ZE T-‘[‘II + -I’-‘( T-l< (5.4) 
Replacing in section 3 IU* by Y’-*CJP + i’-‘~, tu(t) by 7’-l[/ti(t) + 7’-‘<  tu*  T-‘UP T-‘C, w(t) y T Wt9(t) T l and ep(t) by 
q)(t) := d(1) - (9’ 
leads (via the Liapunov function approach) to thr new learning rule: ads 
9(t) = Q ::,;‘\i’ 
1 1 
7 
z(t)el(t). (5.5) 
32 
Using the same arguments and with only an increase in algebraic complexity, it is easily proved that 
theorem 3.2 remains true if (3.21) is replaced by (5.5). 
6 Robustness of Network Dynamics during the Learning Phase 
An issue both in dynamical systems but, in particular, in control systems is the need for insensitivity of 
the form of the solution trajectories/state trajectories iti the learning phase to classes of unknown and 
unmeasurable disturbances. This robustness problem is vital in learning as it must be guaranteed that, 
even if the dyuamics of learning is disturbed, the network is still capable of extracting useful informa- 
tion out of the stimulating signal. It is a complex matter to attempt an analysis of atbit,rary forms 
of disturbance so, for the purposes of this paper, attention is focussed on disturbances to the signal r(t), 
The robustness analysis of the learning scheme is essentially based on the already proved exponential 
stability of the undisturbed error system: 
$ [ ~;;2, j = [ -;$;c, ~2’~ \:)ft’ ] [ ta’;;J ] (6.1) 
We consider addit,ive disturbances d on the reference signal T(.) by replacing r’ by r-i- d X+ the driving 
term in the learning phase: 
5, = “4(W(l))Zd 4 b(r + d), Xd(0) = x0 
t&, = CT&, 
The model dynamics remain unchanged: 
i = A(w*)Z i- br, i(0) = JT;S fixed 
7j 22 CTS.=T 
For the state error e = cd - ? we obtain: 
i = A(w”)e -t- cx:RTep -I- bd (6.2) 
Replacing z by zd and y by yd in the learning rule (3.6) the overall disturbed error system is described 
by: 
C(xd(t) - z(t))TRTe (t) 
-QR(td(t) -. z(t))c 7p e(t) ] + [ ; ] d(t) 
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A(ul’) czT(t)RT e(t) 
-QRt(t)? 0 I[ 1 f%(t) 
(6.3) 
Comparing the right hand sides of the disturbed and undisturbed system (6.1) the extra disturbance 
terms are: 
f(t, e, ep) := c(xd(i) - ~(~))T@,(t) 
-QRT(zd(t) - z(t))c?e(t) I 
(6.4) 
g(t) := 
[ I 
8 44 (6.5) 
As (6.1) is exponentially stable, there exist constants y > 0 and k 2 0 such that the nndisturbed errors 
satisfy the inequality 
I(e(t>, +(t)>l I W(O), ep(0)le-Y’. 
The following theorem is the main result of this section and is useful in providing bounds on the effect 
of the disturbance on behaviour of the error. 
Theorem 6.1 
Let 
~1 = max{IIQll2,‘} min( 
( 
mint*, e}, for fr > 1 
1 , *}, for 0-c cu 5 1 and 0 < h < oo 
be arbitrary. If, also, the disturbance is bounded pointwise by the relation Id(t)/ < 6 where the bound 
6 satisfies the condition 
($<L-L- 
Kc1 + $’ (6.6) 
and the following inequality is satisfied 
lMOep(Wl 2 +, (6.7) 
then there exists a unique solution (e(t),ep(t)) of the disturbed error system (6.3) such that for all 
t>o 
I(e(t), ep(t))l < ICe-(r-c16K)tl(e(0), ep( )))I -+- lib 
y - c1611' 
(1 - e-(~-c~6K)t < h 
> - (6.8) 
In particular, convergence of the state and paramc ter errors is achieved in the sense that 
lifs:P I(e(t>, epCt>)l 5 
I-6 
y - c16K” (6.9) 
Proof: Let Rnbl 3 Zd := R(Zd - z). Then analogous to the proof of theorem 3.2 
id = RA(W(t))@-td f Rbd 
with 
RA(w(t))RT = I 18 
Also Id(t)/ < 6 implies for the components of Q 
The Jacobian off with respect to e and eP is then bounded as follows: 
) 6 c~)112 = 11 
0 
d’ w~rdCT ““0 1 II - 2 < max{llQI17 l}c26 = c16 2: j31. 
Now let /Y3 := f so that: 
f(l,O, 0) = 0, for all t 2 0 
Noting that (6.6) implies that, for the constants y and It’, 
the total stability theorem then yields the result that, if 
I(40)t e,(O))1 I ij 
then there exists a unique solution (e(2), er(t)) of (63) such that for all t 2 0 
[(e(t), ep(t))l < Ke-c5-blK)fl(e(0), ep(0))l + 
lr’ f!& h 
- - p, 11’ 
1 - ,-(r-B,h’)t 5 11. 
> 
We can interpret this result in the following way: If the error system (3.9) with PC = c is disturbed by 
a pointwise bounded signal d(.) satisfying the smallness condition (6.6), then the origin is no longer an 
equilibrium point. Instead (6.3) has a domain of attraction with radius +*= for arbitrary bounded 
initial values and e(,) and er(.) remain bounded. This statement remains true for the situation as 
h -+ 00. In this case only the estimate (6.8) for the error system is lost. 
7 Simulation Results 
In order to demonstrate the convergence of the algorithms and the typical form of results obtained in 
practice, consider the problem of teaching a network to replicate the simple illustrative signal 
r(t) = sin t Jr sin 22 (7.1) 
consisting of N = 2 distinct frequency components of roughly equal significance. The network chosen 
consists of the model in R5 with network parameter cr = 1: 
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-1 I 0 0 0 
0 -1 1 0 0 
i(t) = I 0 0 -1 1 0 
0 0 0 -1 0 
y(t) = [ 0 0 0 0 1 ] 
7.1 The learning phase 
(7.2) 
(7.3) 
We have n, = 4 weights with corresponding ideal weight IU” = (-40,46, , -30, 5)T. The number of 
weights reduces effectively to 2 weights with ideal weight 19” = (4, EI)~ if the projection of t‘he learning 
rule (5.5) is used. The initial state z(O) is specified by (in the absence of any other information) 
2(O) = 0. 
Simulation 7.1 
The subject of this simulation is the application of the base algorithm (3.6) on the above example. It 
shows the influence of the learning rate parameter Q on the speed of convergence and demonstrates 
exponential convergence of the net output and of the weights towards the ideal weights. The result of 
a simulation of the learning phase with Q = 100 I are shown in figures 1 a-c. 
(i) Practical convergence is achieved at the output in effectively t = 400(s)(i.e. in 130 periods of r) 
(Fig. la) and of tl re weights in t = 700(s)(Fig. lb). 
(ii) The linear decrease of the output and the parameter error er and ep in a logarithmic scale 
substantiates the analytical result of exponential convergence given in theorem 3.6 (Fig. Ic). 
Note that the errors stop decreasing at t = 1600( ) 1 s c ue only to the fixed precision of the numerical 
calculation. 
The result of a simulation of the learning phase with Q = I is shown in figure 2. Again the convergence 
is exponential, however the rate of convergence is distinctly less in this case, hence confirming Q as a 
parameter for influencing convergence rates in a systematic way. 
Simulation 7.2 
This simulation considers the projected learning rule (5.5) and demonstrates an acceleration of the 
speed of convergence in comparison with the base algorithm. The convergence speed of the projected 
rule is influenced by the learning rate Q in a similar manner to the base rule. 
The figures 3a and b present the result of the simulation of the learning phase using Q = 100 I. 
(i) Practical convergence at the net output is achieved in about t = 20(s) (ca. 3 periods of r) and 
of the weights in about t = 25(s) (fig. 3a). Th e convergence speed of the projected learning rule 
is significantly faster than that of the base algorithm. 
(ii) Figure 3b verifies, by comparison with figure lc and simulation 7.la, a considerably accelerated 
exponential decrease in the error. 
The result of a simulation of the learning phase using Q = I is contained in figures 4a and b. 
(i) As expected the velocity of convergence is slower in comparison to the simulation using Q = 100 I. 
Practical convergence at the output is achieved in about t = 55(s) (9 periods of r) and of the 
weights in about t = 100(s) (fig. 4a). 
(ii) The convergence is exponential and its speed is (even for Q = I) considerably faster than the 
convergence of the base algorithm for Q = 100 I. Figure 4b verifies, by comparison with figure 
lc and simulation 7.1, a considerably faster exponential decrease of the error. 
The results of simulations of the learning phase of both algorithms clearly demonstrate learning con- 
vergence of both outputs and parameters. The convt~rgence of the base algorithm is significantly slower 
by comparison to the speed of the projected version. 
Finally we note an interesting observed phenorllcrllon. The parameters/weights are subject to regular 
but still (exponentially) decaying bursts of activity following periods of apparent quiessence. This so- 
called ‘bursting phenomenon’ is clearly due t,o the nonlinear nature of the learning system and learning 
law and is the subject of current study. 
7.2 The reproduction phase 
In the following we present a numerical investigation into the ability of the proposed network to 
reproduce the signal prescribed in the learning phase. This depends essentially on the accuracy, at the 
time of switching, of the computed weights and the state of the net which was achieved in the learning 
phase. Furthermore the ability is affected by the parametrization of the net itself. The principal ability 
of the net structure for reproduction was shown by Proposition 2.5. For a numerical investigation it 
is necessary to distinguish the two learning algorithms due to their different parametrization, i.e. 
either full or reduced by projection. It is important, for an interpretation of the following simulation 
results, that the accuracy of the weights achieved in the learning phase is decisive, because the error 
in the reproduction phase appears to be dominated by the weight errors. Clearly, the length of the 
learning phase is decisive for the achieved accuracy of the weights. This accuracy is the main criterion 
for deciding the switching time into the reproduction phase. Thus the precision of the reproduction 
is determined by the length of the learning phase. This statement is supported by the following 
simulations, 
SitrlulatioIr 7.3 
We begin the discussion with a simulation of the reproduction phase of the base algorithm with 
Q = 100 I using the data obtained by simulation 7.1. 
(i) Figure 5 shows the time evolution of the net output after switching into the reproduction phase 
at t, = 800(s), The weight vector tu at the switching time is 
~(800) = (-40.0376,45.8420, -29.9097,4.9214)? which therefore it has absolute precision of 
about lo-‘. Starting with these values the network continues to reproduce the reference signal 
for about 12(s) (2 periods of r) at a precision of E = 10-l. 
(ii) The result of a simulation using a switching time of t, = 1200(s) is given in figure 6. At this 
time the achieved weight vector is ~(1200) = (-39,9972,46.0033, 
-30,0075,5.0039)‘, which has a precision of about lo- 2. This increase of accuracy magnifies 
the time for which the network is capable of reproducing the signal T to more than 200(s) (30 
periods oft.). Not before t = 1500( s can the net output and the reference signal be distinguished ) 
distinctly. 
Additionally this simulation shows the disadvantage of the base algorithm in comparison to the pro- 
jected learning rule. In simulation after switching at t, = 800 the autonomous system of the reproduc- 
tion phase is exponential stable, but its eigenvalues do riot lie on the imaginary axis, but in the left 
half plane (real parts near -0.004), the net output is therefore vanishing exponentially. Against that 
in the simulation t, = 1200 the system of the reproduction phase is unstable, its eigenvalues lie in the 
right half plane (real parts near 0.0004), the net outpnt thus grows slowly exponentially. 
Due to its construction the projected learning rule assures that the eigenvalues of the system of the 
reproduction phase are true imaginary and hence guarantees that oscillation is conserved in the repro- 
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duction phase and that the net output remains bounded. This behaviour is illustrated by the following 
simulation of the reproduction phase of the projected learning rule. 
Simulation 7.4 
This simulation uses the data of the simulation 7.2 for the projected learning rule using & = 100 I. 
(i) The time evolution of the net output during the reproduction phase after a learning time of 
t, = 25(s) is shown figure 7. The weight at the switching time is 19(25) = (3.9859, 5.0028)T and 
has a precision of about IO-‘. The reference signal can be reproduced to the desired accuracy 
for about 12(s) (2 periods of r). 
(ii) The result of an extension of the learning time by 5(s) gives figure 8. At time t, = 30 the weight 
6(30) = (4,0034,5.0018)~ was achieved. It has a precision of about 10e3. Through this increase 
in accuracy the reference signal is seen to be reproduced for about 400(s) (60 periods of r-). A 
distinction of net output and reference signal is not possible before t = SOO. 
At this place we emphasize that, in contrast to the base algorithm, the projected algorithm conserves 
the property of oscillation because the eigenvalues lie ezaclly on the imaginary axis by construction. 
In the above example the computed eigenvalues {~!~l.O003i, ~b2.0003i) correspond to 19(30). 
8 Conclusions 
The paper has demonstrated the potential for the combination of the ideas of dynamic neural networks 
and control and systems theory and, in particular, the methods of model reference adaptive control. 
A linearized version of the original problem posed by Doya et al and analysed through the use of 
simulaton methods has been shown to be amenable to a rigorous theoretical analysis with provable 
Liapunov and exponential stability and robustness properties. The algorithm is parameterised by a 
single parameter that has been demonstrated to have a systematic and useful effect on improving 
convergence rates in the learning phase. 
The analysis is based on stability concepts on an tnfinite time interval. However learning inevitably 
takes place on a finite time interval and hence learr 1ng is not complete when the learning phase is ter- 
minated. The effects of this on the ability of the ne ,work to accurately replicate the desired behaviour 
have been investigated numerically and the solutirns seen to he viable. In particular, an accelerated 
form of the algorithm has been seen to have benefit: in ensuring rapid convergence combined with long 
term stability. The technical construction of this dgorithm uses a projected learning rule to ensure 
that the network, under positive feedback, has an appropriate number of eigenvalues on the imaginary 
axis. 
Finally, the analysis benefits substantially from available control theory in the construction of the 
network. The analysis is based essentially on the t,heory of pole allocation which is used successfully 
not only to prove existence results but also to provide an exact characterization of the number of 
neurons (network states) required to solve the problem in terms of the number of distinct frequencies 
in the specified signal to be replicated or learned. 
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A Results from Generalized Harmonic Analysis 
The Generalized Harmonic Analysis theory is known since the beginning of this century. A thorough 
theoretical basis was provided in Wiener’s famous paper Generalized Harmonic Analysis [7]. An 
important, notion is the concept of autocovariance, which usually is defined in a stochastic context. 
Here we describe a deterministic version: 
Definitiorr A.1 
(i) A function 11 : R’ --t R” is called stationary if the limit 
Cov,(r) := din; $ t+T u(s)uT(T + s)ds 
- J 
(A.11 
1 
exists uniformly with respect to 1. Cov,(r) is called autocovariance of u(.). 
(ii) If Cov,,(,) is continuous, then 
Cov,(r) = cx e’w’su(dw), 
J 
(A.2) 
-w 
where S,(dw) is called the spectral rne<asure of u(.). The integral (A.2) exists by Bochner’s 
theorem (cf. Bochner [S]), b ecause Cov,(.) is a positive sernidefinite function. 
(iii) If u : R+ -+ R“’ and y : i!‘%+ -+ Rp are stationary, then the limit 
W-T 
C~v~,~,(r) := lirn -! 
T---m7 t J 
y(s)2(7 + s)tfs 
exists uniformly in 2 and is called the covariance of u aud y. 0 
The relation betweet the auto- and covariance of the input and output signals of a stable time-invariant, 
linear system is described by the linear filter lemma of Boyd and Sastry [l]: 
Lemma A.1 
Let H(s) be a stable, strict proper rational transfer matrix with irnpuls response 
h(f) E Rpxn31 G(s) = H(s)?i(s) and let u(.) be stationary. ?hen 
(i) y is stationary with autocovariance 
JJ 
6) m 
Covy(f) = h(r~)cOV”(t + ‘1 - 7-~)hT(7-&h&~ 
---co --iu 
and spectral measure 
S,(du) = H(iw)s”(dw)N”(iw), 
(ii) 
J 
-t-N 
Cov,,,(t) = h(7”,)C0v,(t t tl)dr-l 
--co 
S,,,(cfw) = H(io)S,,(dw) 
(3 
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Figure 3b: Projected learning rule with Q = 1001 
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